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Prison wives try to overcome outsider status
Women married
to inmates must
deal with stigma
BEAUMONT
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Cheryl Engelke knows every time her television episode of “Prison Wives,” an
Investigation Discovery series that followed 13 couples
while one spouse was in prison, reruns.
The e-mails start flooding
her
inbox.
Sometimes
it’s women
looking for
support.
Sometimes
it’s hate mail.
A mother
of two who
lives north of
Cheryl
The WoodEngelke
lands,
the
34-year-old Engelke was featured on the documentary
series last April. Cameras followed Engelke and her family
for 10 days and taped a prison
interview with her husband,
Randy, who has spent much
of his nearly 12-year marriage behind bars. He now is
serving time at Huntsville for
theft and burglary — crimes
he committed to support his
crack addiction, Engelke said.
He since has been to rehab.
Since the show aired, there
have been ups and downs for
Engelke. Randy was denied
parole, but has been placed
on the waiting list for a program that assists with gang
renouncement and disassociation. Once he gets in and
severs ties from a prison gang
— which he joined for protection, Engelke said — he’ll
make a better candidate for
parole.
Watching the show has
helped more women come
forward to discuss being a
“prison wife,” Engelke says,
and she notices increased advocacy for couples separated
by a prison sentence. Looking at the numbers — about
one-quarter of all inmates in
state prisons are married, and
even more are in intimate or
co-parenting relationships —
you know you’re not alone,
Engelke says.
For those reasons, some
of the stigma attached to being a prison wife is changing,
Engelke says — though not
completely.
“I actually had a woman
telling me how horrible of a
mother I was and my husband doesn’t love me,” Engelke said, recalling one negative message she received
after the show aired. She tries
not to let it bother her.
“Prison Wives” was lauded
in the press for fair treatment
of its featured couples and
a lack of prison culture cliches, but Engelke and other
prison wives say the show
still played into many existing
misconceptions and stereotypes. To combat that, some
prison wives, like Engelke,
who started a support website called Prison Without
Walls, are working to help
other women new to the role.
“It was groundbreaking in
that it existed,” Reesy FloydThompson, 39, said of the
show. “But it didn’t go far
enough.”
In 2009, Floyd-Thompson
founded the group Prisoners’
Wives, Girlfriends and Partners, which has a meet-up in
Houston. “It should be a story about a complete life. We
work, we go to school, we’re
getting degrees, we volunteer.
It’s not all about that one
piece that everyone seems to
think is important.”

why they thought these stereotypes existed. Callers suggested television and the meTexas Department of
dia were to blame.
Criminal Justice partners
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says
with volunteer organizathese ideas take hold partly
tions to hold marriage
because popular culture senseminars at prisons
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last 18 months, there
offenders in with the women
have been 337 classes
who love them, assuming all
held at 35 different units
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But every woman has her
with the goal of helping
own unique circumstances,
couples while one spouse
and it’s hard to generalize
is incarcerated. The
about the life of a prison wife,
LeBlanc and Stiles units
Floyd-Thompson said.
in Beaumont both have
“It’s easier for people to
hosted classes.
jump to conclusions about
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a lifestyle they don’t underspokeswoman
stand and they don’t accept,”
Floyd-Thompson said. “We
Floyd-Thompson
now just have to be aware that it’s
blogs and hosts a weekly on- OK to allow people to have
line talk radio show, explor- those fears. But then give
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The difficulties
In November, she hosted a !"# $%&&%'()*%#+
show that frankly discussed
Engelke says most people’s
common
misconceptions reaction when they find out
about prison wives.
her husband is in prison is
“We’re unattractive, we’re “either shock, disbelief or ‘Oh
desperate, we’re uneducat- my God, this woman’s a lued, we have low self-esteem,” natic.’”
Floyd-Thompson read from
But as more women come
her list. “We are abusing forward about their status as
drugs. We have a commit- a prison wife, there is growing
ment issue. We can’t hold awareness about the issues
a ‘real’ relationship. We are they face and why they stay
advocates for crime. We are with their spouses.
being played. We have no
Engelke says it’s about
morals, no values and we are keeping her children in conon welfare.”
tact with their father and
“Ladies, how many of those honoring a commitment.
do you meet?” she asked her
“I take marriage very sericallers, who told her which, ously,” she said. “You say, ‘For
if any, applied to them and better or for worse.’ A lot of

Separated by bars

people count on better, but
they don’t count on worse.”
One of the hardest adjustments Engelke had to make
was learning not to take on
too much at home, and to allow her husband to be a part
of the parenting and decision-making process.
“At first it was ‘I’m responsible, I have to (take care of
everything),’” she said. But
she learned, “You cannot
shut an inmate out of your
life completely if you’re going
to make it work. You just have
to learn to talk to them.”
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Counselors agree anger
management, communication and problem-solving
skills are among the most
necessary abilities couples
separated by a prison sentence need to work on.
Alvin Williams, the community education director at
Family Services of Southeast
Texas, does group counseling for victims of domestic
violence and women courtordered to undergo anger
management classes. He says
many of the women he works
with have a spouse or partner
in prison.
Williams said he encourages the wives to hold their partner accountable for wrongdoings and to develop verbal
communication skills for use
on prison visits or when their
partner is released.
“You’re trying to get them
to move from chaos to peace,”
he said. “It’s really being able
to recognize that there’s an-

other way to engage. (We
teach) them to understand
(anger) is a natural emotion
and it’s about how you express it and resolve it.”
Waldine
Small,
who
founded and directs the nonprofit Family Help Systems in
Beaumont, says about onethird of her clients are dealing
with prison-related issues.
She said she often counsels
women with incarcerated
partners to ignore negative
outside voices — perhaps
from disapproving parents
or grandparents — and to
do what’s best for the family
unit.
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Floyd-Thompson, whose
husband is serving from 12½
to 25 years in a Pennsylvania prison for third-degree
murder, founded her group
to provide support for other women in her situation
— her husband has been in
prison for seven years and it
is an 8- to 10-hour drive from
her home in Virginia.
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“That’s where building the
self-esteem and the confidence comes in,” Small said
of having the strength to
stand up to family members.
“A lot of times they just need
somebody to talk to ... to listen to their side of it, and in
turn encourage them.”
Of all the prison wife stereotypes on her list, FloydThompson says occasional
low self-esteem is the only
one she fits. She says some
days she’s flying high; on others she wants to give up.
So she tells herself: “I’ve
made it seven years, I can
make it five more.”
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